B as a function free of its gamma symbolism. This representation will allows us in this particular case to confirm, using basic classical analysis tools, two conjectured and partially proved lower and upper bounds for the volume product of centrally symmetric convex bodies of the Euclidean n R . These bounds in the general case play a central role in convex geometric analysis.
Introduction
One of the key notions in convex analysis is the volume product
where K is a (centrally symmetric) convex compact set of the Euclidean   , .,. jecture has been confirmed in many special cases of K and in particular for bodies symmetric with respect to the coordinate planes, which naturally include the -balls, using a rather advanced Banach space theory. On the other hand, for an upper bound, we have the inequality
proved in 1948 by Santaló (and much earlier for by Blashke). A survey of the above facts and other related results can be found e.g. in [4] .
We set forward in this short work to establish Mahler's conjecture and the Blashke-Santaló inequality for the case using exclusively basic special functions and classical analysis theory. 
So we now have to manipulate the expression
Thus, in Sec.2 we start with a suitable for our goals gamma functions ratio result (Lemma) that will allow us to represent
finally, in Sec.3, by establishing
and then using the evident facts that     , , = M n p M n q and 1 iff , and also by examining separately the case , we will
obtain the announced results (Proposition). We also obtain, as byproducts of independent interest, three seemingly new closed formulae concerning infinite products (Corol. 1, Corol. 2 and Rem. 2).
A Lemma and a Proposition Lemma
For and
where is the shifted factorial .Substituting in the above limit, respectively,
    and = z x , and after simplifying we arrive at log ,
2) This lemma was proved formally (and from "scratch") in [3] where the scheme of the proof served different purposes concerning the numerical evaluation of the gamma function.
where  
Proof: Evidently and so (2) is trivially true for . Thus we can consider
where   , P x  was defined above in Lemma
Working in a similar way we obtain the "conjugate expression"  .
n q  We observe now that
where we have set   
One More Lemma and a Conclusive Proposition
Lemma
and once more we can consider By straightforward differentiation with respect to and in the case of the infinite product of (2) by logarithmic differentiation (noticing that this product by construction is a real analytic function of having as logarithm a uniformly converging series of differentiable functions of ) we obtain .
